DUES FOR THE PORTLAND NPM WOMM CHAPTER

Organizations need revenue to run their business and Portland NPM WOMM Chapter is no different. But how much should the dues be for the local chapter? We would like the members to decide on the dues for the FY 19 by selecting one of the following from the three recommendations.

INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP
I think our NPM local Chapter dues for INDIVIDUALS should be:
Choose one:
[ ] $50.00 per year
[ ] $35.00 per year
[ ] $25.00 per year

Yes, I would like to become a dues paying member of Portland NPM/WOMM Chapter of the National Association of Pastoral Musicians.

_________________________________________     ________________________________
Name                                                      Email

Please note: There is also a membership fee for the National Association of Pastoral Musicians.
1. Yes, the local dues is separate from the National dues.
2. No, you do not HAVE to be a member of National in order to member a member of the local chapter.
3. Yes, we recommend that you do become a member of National NPM but that is matter of your choice. This is about membership in the Local Portland NPM-WOMM Chapter of the National Association of Pastoral Musicians.

PARISH MEMBERSHIP
We are also considering a parish membership for our Local chapter of NPM. The benefits of the Parish Membership would be that all members of the music ministry of the parish would become members of the chapter. We would like for you also to decide that the amount should be for a Parish Membership in the Local Portland NPM-WOMM.

I think the NPM local Chapter PARISH membership should be
Choose one:
[ ] $100.00
[ ] $125.00
[ ] $150.00

Yes, I would like material sent to me about obtaining a Membership for my PARISH in the Local Portland NPM-WOMM Chapter of the National Association of Pastoral Musicians

_________________________________________     ________________________________     ________________________________
Parish                                                      Your name                                  Your email

Thank you,
Agnes Zueger
Chairperson, Portland NPM-WOMM chapter of the National Association of Pastoral Musicians.